**Tool List:**
- Scissors (sharp paper scissors)
- Scoring Tool (paperclip, or other)
- Straightedge (ruler, drafting triangle)
- Glue (white glue, craft glue)

**Optional (recommended):**
- Razor knife (Exacto knife, matt knife, steak knife)
- Cutting Matt (craft cutting matt, old magazine)
- Small Crafting Tool (toothpick, small dowel)

**Step 1:** Score all lines noted by: Score→ (or S→)
(See Skill Tip above)

**Step 2:** Cut out parts using scissors or knife.
(Note: there are some partial cuts)

**Step 3:** Glue Parts-

a. Parts #1,2,3 should be glued first as stand alone parts. Start by gluing the "Wrap Flap" to form the sides and then fold and glue the tops. Flaps to the inside.

b. Glue labeled tabs of parts #4 & #5 to noted sections of parts #1 & #2 to form the full perimiter.

c. Attach the roof (#6). Start with the longest tab of #6 to the roof line of #4 and then one by one glue the smaller tabs to form a zigzag roofline.

d. Glue roof sections #7 & #8 into place.

**Step 4:** Slide partially cut slits in #3 (tower) into the square hole in the roof. Yay! You Did It! You Rock!